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While few games are incapable of being ported or re-released on other consoles, the series is perhaps the exception to

this rule due to its particular style and content, as well as an extensive compilation by the composer Jeppe Tonken
Kristensen. Originally released for the Mega Drive in 1990, Metal Slug has been ported to every platform that Western-

style shooters are playable on, such as the NES, the Game Boy, the Sega Mega Drive, the Game Gear, the PC, the
PlayStation and the Xbox; with the exception of the Game Boy Color, which is able to render only two of the game's four

levels. The gameplay of Metal Slug is largely unchanged across all platforms, but the game's visuals have varied
significantly. This article will present information on how to play the game on different platforms, as well as tips to

maximize the game's replay value. 01. A boiler room in which the player is introduced to the controls of the game. 02. The
game consists of four levels, the player's base (pictured at bottom), a jungle, a graveyard and a sea fortress. 03. The

player's base is a house that the player must defend against enemy attacks in all four levels of the game. 04. The enemy
forces attack the player's base at the start of each level. 05. The base is filled with weapons to fend off the incoming

enemies. 06. The game begins by showing the player playing a video game against an enemy in the base's garden. 07.
The player is later attacked by a spaceship that leaves a burning trail behind as it flies away from the player. 08. The
group of enemies is attacked by the player's gun as the enemies in the background launch grenades at them. 09. The

player's group battles a horde of enemies in a train yard. 10. A helicopter is seen flying overhead as the player fights on
the ground. 11. The player's group fights a swarm of enemies on top of a building. 12. Several civilians are seen being

shot in the player's base during a short cutscene. 13. The player's group is cornered by enemy soldiers as they fight in a
burning factory. 14. The player's group is chased down a lengthy corridor by two enemy soldiers. 15. The player's group

participates in a battle against helicopters. 16. The player's group has to sneak up to the enemy base by
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